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Incorporation of rare earth elements in titanite: Stabilization of the A2/a dimorph by
creation of antiphase boundaries
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ABSTRACT
The atomic arrangement of a natural rare-earth-rich titanite and two synthetic rare-earthdoped titanites have been refined in space group A2/a, and the atomic arrangement of an
undoped P21/a synthetic titanite was also refined for comparison.
Previous work has shown that titanite possesses a domain structure, with domains
formed of like-displaced Ti atoms in the [100] octahedral chains. P21/a titanite results
when the crystal is formed of a single domain, but as Ti-reversal sites occur in the octahedral chain the apparent A2/a structure results from the average of antiphase domains.
Antiphase boundaries occur at O1, which is alternately overbonded or underbonded at the
boundaries, depending on the displacement of the neighboring Ti atoms. Type 2 antiphase
boundaries exist where two Ti atoms are displaced away from the intervening O1 atom
and are energetically unfavorable because of underbonding of that O1 atom. However,
substitution of a trivalent rare earth element in the adjacent Ca21 site relieves that underbonding, favoring the creation of type 2 antiphase boundaries and stabilization of the A2/
a dimorph. The results of high-precision crystal structure analyses demonstrate that rare
earth substituents for Ca stabilize the A2/a dimorph at lower substitution levels than required for octahedral substitutions.

INTRODUCTION

AND PREVIOUS WORK

Titanite, CaTiSiO5, is a common accessory mineral in
igneous and metamorphic rocks, and it plays a major role
in the rare earth element (REE) distribution in rocks that
contain the phase. Of particular interest in titanite is the
accommodation of REE and the concomitant charge-balancing substitution for the Ca21 ↔ REE31 exchange.
Natural P21/a and A2/a titanites have been reported,
and many authors have addressed the paradox. Speer and
Gibbs (1976) described the structure of titanite on the
basis of domains of Ti-octahedral chains with like-displaced (along [100]) Ti atoms and conjectured on the relationship between domain volume and temperature and
composition. They noted that the A2/a dimorph of titanite
is stable at temperatures above ;220 8C in synthetic titanites and that sufficient substitutions for Ti in the octahedral chains allow Ti reversal sites and decrease the
volume of domains such that the apparent structure is A2/
a at lower temperatures.
Taylor and Brown (1976) examined the phase transition in synthetic titanites as a function of temperature and
elucidated structural changes that occur with that variable. More recently, Zhang et al. (1995) have elucidated
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the spectroscopic and thermochemical properties of the
CaTiSiO5 dimorphs, and Van Heurck et al. (1991) provided electron diffraction and electron microscopic images of the phase and evaluated the nature of the antiphase boundaries at conditions near the transition
temperature. Ghose et al. (1991) undertook a detailed
high-temperature X-ray diffraction study of the phase
transition and presciently noted that ‘‘vacancies and defects pinning the domain boundaries may drastically alter
the transition behavior and affect the domain mobility,’’
an observation germane to the present study.
Substitution of REE elements in titanite is of interest
beyond the mere elucidation of the polyhedral response
to substitution of the larger REE element for Ca. Because
the antiphase boundaries in titanite create underbonding
or overbonding at the bridging oxygen (O1) in the octahedral chain, antiphase boundaries are energetically unfavorable in unsubstituted titanite. However, as REE31
substitute for Ca21, the increased bonding to O1 may
make type 2 antiphase domain boundaries favorable, as
the increased bonding from the REE can relieve the underbonding of O1.
In this study a variety of REE-bearing titanites, both
natural and synthetic, have been submitted to crystal
structure analysis to allow examination of the structural
response to substitutions of the rare earth elements and
the effect of concomitant altervalent substitutions for Ti
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